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Abstract

We show how standard learning rules can be interpreted as small de-
partures from rationality in the context of an asset pricing model. We
propose a distinction between �internal rationality�, as agents that maxi-
mize discounted expected utility under uncertainty given consitent beliefs
about the future, and �external rationality�as agents that know perfectly
the true stochastic process for fundamentals (dividends) and market de-
termined variables (asset prices). Naturally, this distinction is irrelevant
with complete markets and homegeneous agents. However, we show that
the required amount of information and computational ability for achiev-
ing external rationality is gigantic, once one allows for weak forms of
heterogeneity and market incompletness. We show how simple models
of learning that satisfy internal rationality can be interpreted as small
deviations from rationality.

JEL Class. No.: G12, G14, D83, D84

1 Motivation

An increasing number of papers employs models of learning about expectations
to explain macroeconomic data and for policy analysis.1 Such models imply a
departure from the full rationality assumptions that are standard in macroeco-
nomics nowadays, giving rise to the following related questions: to what extent
are agents in models of learning actually behaving �irrationally�? Can we de-
�ne a metric to measure how �small�a deviation form rationality is? Are there
di¤erent �degrees�or di¤erent �aspects�of rationality within these models? The

1For example, Adam, Marcet and Nicolini (2008), Adam (2005), Chakraborty and Evans
(2008), Cogley and Sargent (2008), Eusepi and Preston (2008), Marcet and Nicolini (2003),
and Timmermann (1993, 1994, 1996) use models of learning to explain various observations;
Evans and Honkapohja (2003a, 2003b, 2005), Molnar and Santoro (2007), Orphanides and
Williams (2006) and Sargent (1999) employ models of learning for policy analysis.
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objective of this paper is to develop a conceptual framework to address these
questions.
We perform the analysis within the context of the simplest asset pricing

model, close to the well known �tree�model of Lucas (1978), in which agents are
endowed with stocks that deliver an exogenously given sequence of dividends of
the unique perishable good. In this model, agents�decision problems depend
on future dividends and future prices. From the point of view of the theorist,
dividends are exogenous, and prices are endogenous - that is - market deter-
mined. On the other hand, agents are competitive, so they take price as given.
Given agents�belief about prices, agents make consumption and stock holding
decisions. When markets are complete, all prices are assumed to be observable
so in fact, agents do know the stochastic properties of prices - they know all the
distributions! However, when markets are incomplete, agents do not observe
all the state contingent prices. In making decisions, therefore, we must provide
agents in the model with some beliefs regarding prices of securities that will be
traded in the future and that cannot be traded now.
The model we analyze allows for incomplete markets and heterogeneity.

Agents are endowed with some perception about prices which is not necessarily
the correct one, but other than that agents are fully rational in that they use
their information optimally, they know their utility function, and they act to
maximize their utility. We show that, in order for the equilibrium to be the
rational expectations one, we must provide the agents in the model the same in-
formation the theorist has. In particular, agents must know all relevant details
of every other agent in the economy (like taste shocks or credit constraints),
they must understand how markets function, they need to know which markets
are closed and they must be able to compute very high-dimensional general
equilibrium problems.
We therefore propose a distinction between �internal�and �external�rational-

ity. Internal rationality is satis�ed if agents maximize utility under uncertainty,
given their constraints and given a consistent set of probability beliefs about
variables that are external (exogenous) to their decision problem. However,
those probability beliefs may not coincide - during a transitional period - with
the true distribution of those variables as they emerge in equilibrium. We show
how the microfoundations of an agent�s decision problem can be changed in a
natural way to incorporate such imperfect market knowledge. Speci�cally, we
argue that the probability space over which agents form expectations should
include also market-determined variables such as prices. This departs from the
standard formulation in dynamic stochastic models, where the probability space
of agents�beliefs is reduced - from the outset - to contain only states of nature
of exogenous variables. In the case of the stock pricing model we analyze, the
standard assumption would be to assume that dividends span the probability
space over which agents formulate their beliefs and that stock prices are a func-
tion of dividends.2 Instead, we assume that agents�beliefs are formulated over

2This assumption is also made in the literature on �rational bubbles�, e.g., Santos and
Woodford (1997).
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the space of dividends and stock prices. To put it di¤erently, the standard way
to formulate agents�beliefs is to assume from the outset that agents perceive
that the joint distribution of the history of prices and dividends up to period
t has a singularity, while we relax this imposition. Allowing agents to attach
a non-degenerate distribution between prices and dividends is a natural and
(potentially) small departure from rational expectations.
While we relax rationality about external aspects of agents� environment,

we maintain all remaining rationality assumptions imposed in a Bayesian REE,
namely those pertaining to the �internal� aspects of agents� decision making:
we consider agents who know their in�nite horizon objective function, know
their budget constraint and other constraints, hold complete and well-de�ned
beliefs over the in�nite sequence of payo¤-relevant events (possibly giving rise
to Bayesian learning as a way to formulate the relevant conditional expecta-
tions), and that maximize utility under uncertainty given this knowledge. All
agents are thus maximizing utility conditional on their beliefs and we refer to
this aspect of rationality as �internal rationality�. Naturally, the equilibrium
satis�es "external" rationality, when, in addition, the belief system of agents is
constrained to be the one the model delivers in equilibrium for all periods.
It is in order to e¤ectively distinguish between knowledge about the own

decision problem (assumed perfect) and knowledge about market outcomes and
fundamentals (allowed to be imperfect), that we allow for heterogeneous agents
and incomplete markets. In this setup an investor�s knowledge of the own de-
cision problem will not imply knowledge of the market outcomes, unlike in the
standard cases of a representative agent or complete markets, where these two
aspects of knowledge cannot be disentangled.
To illustrate the previous point, consider the case of risk neutral agents

with discount factor �; and let Pi denote the complete set of beliefs of agent i
over possible future paths of dividend and price realizations. With incomplete
markets and heterogeneity, some agents may choose not to participate in the
market in a given period. Letting mt be the marginal investor in period t, the
equilibrium asset price will satisfy this marginal investor�s optimality condition

Pt = �E
Pmt

t (Pt+1 +Dt+1) (1)

where EP
mt

t denotes the expectations of the marginal investor at time t. But as
there is heterogeneity and markets are not complete, unless agents are endowed
with a lot of additional information about the market (external rationality),
internal rationality will not imply that future price expectations are given by

EP
mt

t Pt+1 = E
Pmt

t

1X
j=1

�j Dt+1+j (2)

As a result, agents� price expectations will not be restricted by their beliefs
about the dividend process. The underlying reason for this �nding is that
under incomplete markets the identity of the marginal investor changes from
period to period, so that one cannot appeal to the law of iterated expectations
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to transit from the �rst order condition (1) to the discounted sum expression (2).
Therefore, equilibrium prices will generally deviate from the discounted sum of
dividends, even if all agents are internally rational. In this way �uctuations in
investors�expectations about future prices can become an independent source
of asset price �uctuations.
We argue that it is natural to study models where the belief system Pi does

not incorporate a singularity in the joint distribution of prices and dividends,
by showing explicitly what additional information about market behavior the
agents need to possess to derive a discounted sum of dividend expression for
the asset price. We argue that standard formulations of Bayesian REE are in
fact imposing such a singularity in the beliefs of investors. The existence of a
singularity appears to be in stark contrast with what economists seem to know
about the relation between current prices and the observed history of dividends:
the empirical literature in asset prices has had a very hard time in detecting a
stable mapping between dividends and prices in the data, even though many
researchers have tried. For this reason with think it is interesting to consider
models that do not impute such market knowledge (external rationality) to
investors.
Allowing for beliefs that do not necessarily exhibit the singularity has a very

interesting implication: the standard equation used to value assets in �nance,
where the price is equal to the present value of future dividends fails to be an
equilibrium condition. On the other hand, �internal� rationality implies that
the price of an asset is the discounted expectation of next period´s stock price
and dividend. This is important since, as we show in Adam, Marcet, Nicolini
(2008) (AMN), a totally standard model can easily match some basic empirical
puzzles of asset prices that have been documented in the �nance literature,
as long as agents have beliefs regarding future dividends and prices and stock
prices are given by (1). We show here that in the model of AMN agents are
�internally�rational. In addition, we show that a speci�c probability measure
that is generated by Bayesian updating about the price and the dividend gives
rise to the same learning equations employed by agents in AMN.
A standard way to relax the strong informational assumptions underlying

rational expectations equilibria (REE) has been the concept of Bayesian REE.
We point out two shortcomings of this approach.3 First, while these equilib-
ria allow for imperfect information about fundamentals, they imply knowledge
about market outcomes far beyond the one implied by internal rationality. This
knowledge takes the form of the singularity in agents� joint distribution over
market outcomes and fundamentals. Second, Bayesian REE models may give
rise to very unstable model behavior. To show this we analyze the situation in
which agents possess su¢ cient market knowledge to derive a discounted sum of
dividend expression for the asset price and show that the asset price becomes
extremely sensitive to �ne details of the prior distribution about the dividend
process incorporated in agents�beliefs.4 We interpret this as saying that in this

3Bray and Kreps (1987) have pointed out further shortcomings.
4Related but di¤erent �ndings of this kind have shown up in Geweke (2001), Weitzman
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approach agents�prior beliefs matter much more for stock prices than economic
factors. This issue did not show up in most earlier papers using discounted
dividends and learning, as they deviated from full Bayesian behavior.
Thus, as a side bene�t, this paper provides microfoundations for the asset

pricing model with learning presented in Adam, Marcet, Nicolini (2008) who
show that the empirically observed volatility of stock prices arises naturally in
standard asset pricing models as soon as i) agents decide whether to purchase or
sell stocks by comparing today�s price to the discounted expected stock payo¤
next period, as implied by equation (1); ii) agents do not have fully rational price
expectations, instead learn to form price expectations using past observed price
data. This paper shows that the assumptions in AMN are fully consistent with
individual utility maximization of an in�nite horizon objective. It also shows
how the expectations updating implied by the learning model studied in AMN
can be derived from internally rational agents, who compute the relevant condi-
tional expectations using a complete and entirely standard probability measure
over prices and dividends. In this formulation it becomes clear how agents�be-
liefs in AMN represent a small deviation from full (external) rationality: while
agents�beliefs over the dividend and price process do contain a singularity as in
a REE, agents understand that dividends and prices are strongly related. It is
in this sense, that we argue the deviations from rationality in AMN to be small.
This paper is related to a number of papers in the learning literature that

attempt to construct a full set of beliefs over long-horizons. This approach
was �rst used in Marcet and Sargent (1989) (example e. in section 4) and
has recently been extended by Preston (2005) and Eusepi and Preston (2008)
in applications to monetary models. The main di¤erence to this literature is
that the present paper considers probability beliefs that take the standard form
of a probability measure over a stochastic process, therefore are dynamically
consistent over time. Instead, the papers mentioned use the anticipated utility
framework of Kreps (1998) and construct each period a new set of probability
beliefs, but one that is almost surely inconsistent with the complete set of be-
liefs held in the previous period. By comparison we consider agents who hold
a consistent set of beliefs and the conditional expectations they compute are
dynamically consistent.
The setup in this paper is also indirectly related to the literature on ra-

tional beliefs initiated by Mordecai Kurz (see chapter 1 in Kurz (1997) for an
overview; chapter 9 for an application to asset pricing). In this literature agents
also formulate beliefs about fundamentals and market outcomes, but unlike in
the current paper, agents�probability distributions are assumed to be shifting
in response to the realization of an extrinsic �generating sequence�. This gen-
erating sequence causes agents�conditional expectations to di¤er from the true
conditional expectation even asymptotically. In the present paper, belief revi-
sions are either induced by endogenous market outcomes (price observations)
or intrinsic outcomes (dividend realizations), and we consider models where be-
liefs asymptotically converge to the true distribution, so that asymptotically

(2007) and Pesaran, Pettenuzzo and Timmermann (2007).
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deviations from full (external & internal) rationality will vanish. This has the
advantage of being able to study the implications of �small�deviations from full
rationality.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a simple incomplete

markets model, derives investors� optimality conditions, and considers agents
that hold expectations about future prices and dividends. It shows how internal
rationality fails to restrict price expectations as a function of dividend beliefs
and how Bayesian updating of price and dividend expectations can give rise to
the conditional expectations used in AMN (2008). Section 3 then derives the
information about the market required by agents to be able to equate the price
to the expected discounted sum of dividends (EDSD). This section also presents
a formal result about the strong sensitivity of the EDSD to prior information
about the dividend process. A conclusion brie�y summarizes.

2 Rationality with imperfect market knowledge

We consider a simple asset pricing model with heterogeneous agents and in-
complete markets. All agents are in�nitely-lived and risk neutral, but agents
di¤er because they may discount future payo¤s di¤erently and/or hold di¤erent
(prior) beliefs. Markets are incomplete because of the existence of constraints
that limit the amount of stocks investors�can buy or sell. The model reduces to
the setting studied in AMN in the limit with vanishing investor heterogeneity
(identical discount factors and prior beliefs).

The presence of investor heterogeneity and market incompleteness allows us
to distinguish between the investors�knowledge of their own decision problem
and their knowledge about market-determined variables, i.e., asset prices, which
are also in�uenced by the discount factors and beliefs of other (possibly di¤er-
ent) investors. This distinction is important to di¤erentiate the implications
of internal rationality from those implied by the full rationality assumptions
present in (Bayesian) rational expectations equilibrium.

2.1 Basic model

The economy has t = 0; 1; 2; ::: periods and is populated by I in�nitely-lived
risk-neutral investor types. There is a unit mass of investors of each type, all
of them initially endowed with one unit of an in�nitely lived stock. Agents of
type i 2 f1; :::; Ig have a standard time-separable utility function

EP
i

0

1X
t=0

�
�i
�t
Cit (3)

where Cit denotes consumption and �
i a type-speci�c discount factor. The oper-

ator EP
i

0 denotes the agent�s expectations in some probability space (
;S,Pi),
where 
 is the space of realizations, S the corresponding �-Algebra, and Pi
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a subjective probability measure over (
;S). The probability measure is al-
lowed to be type-speci�c. We let 
t denote the set of histories from period zero
up to period t, and !t an element of 
t. A routine application of probability
rules will often imply that expectations conditional on 
t may be generated by
some Bayesian updating scheme. Further details of the probability space will
be speci�ed at a later stage.
Investors of type i choose consumption and stock holdings

�
Cit ; S

i
t

�
for all t

where �
Cit ; S

i
t

�
: 
t ! R2 (4)

As usual, period t choices are contingent on all information available up to time
t. Expected utility (3) can thus be written as

EP
i

0

1X
t=0

�
�i
�t
Cit =

Z



1X
t=0

�
�i
�t
Cit(!

t) dPi(!): (5)

As usual, P i is given to the agents, incorporating the usual assumption that
agents are small and can not in�uence the aggregate variables.
The agent faces the usual budget constraint

Cit + Pt S
i
t � (Pt +Dt)Sit�1 (6)

which has to hold for all t and all !t 2 
t with Pt denoting the stock price,
Dt the stock�s dividend payments, and Sit the agent�s stock holdings at the
end of period t. Initial stockholdings Si�1 = 1=I. Dividends evolve according
to an exogenous stochastic process. Agents� perceptions about the evolution
of dividends may or may not coincide with the objective probabilities. Prices
Pt : 


t ! R+ are taken as given by the agent.
Besides the budget constraint, consumers face the following limit constraints

on stock holdings:

Sit � 0 (7)

Sit � S (8)

where 1 < S < 1. Constraint (7) is a standard short-selling constraint and
often used in the literature. The second constraint (8) is a simpli�ed form of a
leverage constraint capturing the fact that the consumer cannot buy arbitrarily
large amounts of stocks. Constraint (8) simpli�es our equilibrium calculation in
the presence of risk neutral investors.
We consider agents who choose (4) in order to maximize utility (5) subject to

the budget constraint (6), the limit constraints (7) and (8), taking as given the
probability measure Pi. Such agents are called internally rational. Throughout
the paper we assume that Pi assigns zero probability to negative prices and
negative dividends and is such that

EP
i

[Pt+1 +Dt+1j!t] <1 for all !; t (9)
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We also assume that a maximum of the investor�s utility maximization problem
exists.5

The setup just described may seem completely standard, but there exists a
crucial di¤erence from the standard formulation: we have not assumed that the
space of outcomes 
 consists of histories of the state of nature (dividends) only.
As a matter of fact, we will include also other elements and this will be crucial
in our discussion.

2.2 Optimality conditions

The �rst order optimality conditions then require one of the following conditions
to hold at all periods t and for almost all realizations in !t 2 
t :

Pt < �
i EP

i

t (Pt+1 +Dt+1) and Sit = S (10a)

Pt = �
i EP

i

t (Pt+1 +Dt+1) and Sit 2
�
0; S

�
(10b)

Pt > �
i EP

i

t (Pt+1 +Dt+1) and Sit = 0 (10c)

where EP
i

t denotes the expectation conditional on !t computed with the mea-
sure Pi. Since the objective function is concave and the feasible set is convex
these equations determine necessary and su¢ cient conditions for the agent�s
optimal investment decisions.
Importantly, the optimality conditions are of the one-step-ahead form, i.e.,

they involve today�s price and the expected price and dividend tomorrow. There-
fore, to take optimal decisions the agent only needs to know whether the ob-
served realization !t implies that the expected stock return is higher, equal or
lower than the inverse of the own discount factor. Since agents can trade stocks
in any period, the one-step-ahead optimality conditions (10) deliver optimal in-
vestment choices even if stocks can be held for an arbitrary number of periods.
Just to emphasize, it is not true that an internally rational agent has to compare
today�s price with the discounted sum of dividends in order to act optimally! As
we show below, only in special cases are the above �rst order conditions equiva-
lent with a discounted sum formulation that involves only agents�expectations
of future dividends and knowledge of the agent�s own utility function.

2.3 Beliefs

We now give some more structure to the non-standard part in our formulation,
namely, the formulation of beliefs. We consider agents who view the process
for fPt; Dtg as exogenous to their decision problem. More precisely, investors�
probability measure Pi is de�ned over the probability space


 �
1Y
t=0

R2+

5Appendix A shows that the existence of a maximum can be guaranteed by bounding the
utility function. For notational simplicity we treat the case with unbounded utility in the
main text and assume existence of a maximum.
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which contains all possible realizations of
�
(Pt; Dt)

0	1
t=0
. Letting S denote the

sigma-algebra of all Borel subsets of 
; we assume that type i�s beliefs are given
by a well de�ned probability measure Pi We denote by 
P and 
D the sets
of whole histories of P and D, respectively, so that 
 = (
P ,
D)0. Similarly,

t = (
tP ;


t
D)

0.6

Throughout the paper we will make the statement that our agents have "a
consistent set of beliefs". By this we simply mean that (
;S;Pi) is a proper
probability space, that Pi satis�es all the axioms that a probability measure on
a stochastic process should satisfy.

With this setup !t is the history of all past prices and dividends, that is,
investors take decisions conditional on the history of observed price and dividend
realizations. It seems natural to assume that investors see prices as given and
condition their decisions on realizations of prices. Moreover, Pi gives proper
joint probabilities to all possible values of prices and dividends in any set of
dates, thus de�nes a complete set beliefs about all payo¤-relevant events. These
beliefs allow to evaluate �rst order conditions (10) at any possible history 
t.7

2.4 Standard belief formulation: a singularity

The setup for beliefs de�ned in the previous section may seem completely ordi-
nary but it di¤ers from standard dynamic economic modelling practice, which
imposes additional restrictions on beliefs. Speci�cally, the standard belief spec-
i�cation in the above model would be to consider just 
D as the underlying
state space over which probabilities are formed. The probabilities for the price
process are then constructed by endowing agents with the knowledge that each
realization !tD 2 
tD is associated with a given level of the stock price Pt, which
amounts to endowing agents with the knowledge of the function

Pt : 

t
D ! R+ (11)

that maps dividend realization into prices. Agents then do not need to condi-
tion their actions on observed prices, since these carry redundant information.
The standard belief speci�cation can thus be interpreted as a special case of the
formulation outlined in the previous section, namely one where Pi is assumed
to impose a degeneracy between pairs (!tP ; !

t
D). The more general belief for-

mulation, outlined in the previous section, allows agents to be uncertain about
the relation between prices and dividends.
Importantly, the standard singularity imposed on agents� beliefs is not a

consequence of internal rationality. Instead, it is the result of an equilibrium
consistency requirement imposed by the concept of (Bayesian) Rational Expec-
tations Equilibrium. With rational expectations, such degenerate beliefs are

6Note that this setup is consistent with our previous general formulation of prices as Pt :

t ! R+.

7This is related to the formulation in Anderson and Sonnenschein (1985).
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consistent with the rational expectations equilibrium outcome, so no loss of
generality is implied by imposing the degeneracy in Pi from the outset.
Assuming that agents know about the existence of an exact equilibrium

mapping determining prices as a function of past dividends seems to be very
restrictive at a �rst sight. Indeed, when studying actual asset price and dividend
data, such a relationship remains fairly elusive. One possible interpretation of
our extended probability space is thus that it endows investors with the same
doubts about the relationship between prices and dividends that appears to be
present among economists who have been studying the behavior of actual stock
prices for years.

2.5 Equilibrium

We now consider the process for equilibrium prices with internally rational
agents. The objective of this section is to show that with internal rational-
ity, agents�beliefs about dividends - even when combined with knowledge of the
equilibrium asset pricing equation - do not impose restrictions on agents�price
beliefs, thus also fails to imply that agents know the mapping (11).

As usual, equilibrium prices are de�ned as a stochastic process that clear all
markets. Since agents do not necessarily hold rational expectations, we need to
distinguish equilibrium prices from agents expectations about prices. We denote
the equilibrium price as Pt and will keep Pt inside the expectations of agents,
since this is the variable that is perceived by agents. As a �rst approximation,
we will assume that S in constraint (8) is large enough such that it never binds.
Thus, from the �rst order conditions (10); it is clear that in equilibrium the asset
is held by the agent type with the most optimistic beliefs about the discounted
expected price and dividend in the next period, i.e., equilibrium prices have to
satisfy:

Pt = max
i
�i EP

i

t (Pt+1 +Dt+1) (12)

Since the expectations EP
i

t are conditional on the realization Pt, it is unclear -
at this level of generality - whether this equation always has a unique solution.
At this point, we proceed by assuming existence and uniqueness. The next
section speci�es Pi in detail, which allows us to provide necessary and su¢ cient
conditions for this to be the case.

The existence of a unique equilibrium price implies that it is indeed a function
of the history !tD of dividend realizations only, i.e., Pt : 


t
D ! R+. Equilibrium

prices will, of course, depend on the fundamentals of the problem, which in this
case include all agents� beliefs Pi in addition to the standard fundamentals
such as utility function parameters, discount factors and dividend processes. It
may thus appear that internal rationality implies it to be optimal (rational)
for agents to hold degenerate beliefs of the kind imposed in standard rational
expectations models. This statement is correct indeed, but fails to answer:
which precise degeneracy agents should impose on their beliefs P i? As we show
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next, even if agents knew formula (12), they cannot derive the exact degeneracy
just from knowledge of own utility functions, dividend beliefs and knowledge of
the equilibrium asset pricing equation.

Let mt denote the marginal agent pricing the asset in period t:8

mt = argmax
i
�i EP

i

t (Pt+1 +Dt+1)

Since mt is determined in equilibrium, we have mt : 

t
D ! f1; : : : ; Ig. The

equilibrium price (12) can thus be written as

Pt = �
mt EP

m t

t (Pt+1 +Dt+1) (13)

Suppose it is common knowledge to agents that the equilibrium price satis�es
equation (13) each period.9 Common knowledge thereby means that each agent
knows that the asset is priced according to (13) each period, that each agents
knows that other agents know this be the case, knows that other agents know
that others know it to be true, and so on to in�nity.10 The question we are posing
is: would common knowledge of equation (13) allow internally rational agents to
impose restrictions on price beliefs as a function of their beliefs about dividends?
The answer turns out to be �no�. An internally rational agent could rationally
hold price beliefs that are either larger or smaller than the own expectations of
the discounted sum of dividends.

Common knowledge of (13) implies that agents know that the equilibrium
price must satisfy the recursion

Pt = �
mt EP

m t

t (Pt+1 +Dt+1) (14)

This allows agents to iterate on this equation so as to obtain an expression for
the equilibrium price in terms of expected dividends and expectations of some
terminal price:

Pt = �
mt EP

m t

t (Dt+1)

+ �mt EP
m t

t

�
�mt+1EP

m t+1

t+1 Dt+2

�
+ �mt EP

m t

t

�
�mt+1EP

m t+1

t+1

�
�mt+2EP

m t+2

t+2 Dt+3

��
+ :::

+ �mt EP
m t

t

�
�mt+1EP

m t+1

t+1

�
: : : �mt+TEP

m t+T

t+T (Pt+T+1 +Dt+T+1)
��

(15)

8 If mt is non-unique we can use a selection criterion from among all marginal agents. For
example, we can assume mt to be the marginal agent with the lowest index i.

9 Internally rational agents do not need to have such knowledge to behave optimally con-
ditional on their beliefs.
10See Aumann (1976) for a formal de�nition.
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The terms on the second to the last line on the right hand side of the previous
expression provide an alternative formulation for agents�price expectations. It
shows that agents�price expectations are implied by the beliefs about which
agents are going to be marginal in the future and by the beliefs about what be-
liefs future marginal agents will hold about dividends and some terminal price.
Since agents are not marginal in each period and can rationally believe other
marginal agents to hold rather di¤erent beliefs, own beliefs about dividends fail
to restrict the beliefs agents could rationally hold about prices! This shows that
dividend beliefs, knowledge of (13), and internal rationality fail to imply a spe-
ci�c singularity in agents�price and dividend beliefs Pi. Indeed, despite internal
rationality the equilibrium asset price could be di¤erent from the expectations

of the discounted sum of dividends EP
i

t

�P1
j=1

�
�i
�j
Dt+j

�
held by any agent i

in the economy, as is the case in AMN (2008).

The previous derivation clari�es why, in our setup, it is unlikely that agents
will take decisions by comparing the stock price to a discounted sum of div-
idends. The discounted sum of dividends is obtained in a standard way by
applying the law of iterated expectations on the right side of equation (15).
Yet, this can only be done when all the conditional expectations are with re-
spect to the same probability measure, i.e., ifmt is constant through time. Since
mt is random in our model the law of iterated expectations can not be applied
and the discounted sum of dividends does not emerge. This will occur whenever
Pi assigns positive probability to the event that the agent may not be marginal
at some point in the future.

The previous discussion shows that agents�price expectations could be inter-
preted as a summary statistic of agents�beliefs about the �deep�fundamentals
�mt and Pm t . A Bayesian modelling approach would postulate beliefs about
these �deep� fundamentals and update them in the light of new dividend re-
alizations. This would of course imply restrictions on the behavior of price
expectations and thus on prices as a function of the dividend realizations. Cor-
rectly updating the beliefs about the fundamentals �mt and Pm t in the light of
new dividend realizations requires, however, a tremendous amount of knowledge
about the market. We come back to this issue in section 2.7.11

2.6 Internal Rationality with Bayesian Learning

This section constructs a speci�c probability measure P that is generated from
Bayesian updating about a price and dividend process and shows how Bayesian
updating gives rise to the learning equations employed by agents in AMN (2008).

11The issues in this subsection are related to, but di¤erent from, the so-called �in�nite-
regress problem�addressed by Townsend (1983). The point of the present paper is that agents
can coordinate on Townsend�s Bayesian REE solution only if they have a lot of external knowl-
edge about other agents�characteristics, and that it is not an implication of internal rationality.
Marcet and Sargent (1989) showed conditions guaranteeing that Townsend�s equilibrium can
be learnt in the long-run via least squares learning.
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We also make precise the statement in what sense agents�prior beliefs in AMN
(2008) deviate little from those imposed in the REE.

For analytical simplicity we consider a model in which all agents are iden-
tical in terms of beliefs and discount factors. This should be interpreted as
the limiting case of a model where agents actually do have di¤erent but very
similar discount factors and beliefs. We thus continue to consider agents that
use the one-period optimality conditions (10) to decide on stockholdings and
do not impose the singularity in price beliefs implied by a Bayesian REE. One
interpretation of this setting is that agents are uncertain about whether or not
other agents do actually hold similar beliefs.

The true process for dividends is

log
Dt
Dt�1

= log a+ log "t (16)

with log "t � N
�
0; �2

�
; D�1 given. With risk neutral investors with discount

factor �, the REE asset price is given by

Pt =
� a E

�
elog "t

�
1� � a E [elog "t ]Dt

so that the equilibrium process for the asset price follows

log
Pt
Pt�1

= log a+ log "t

Note that prices grow at the same rate as dividends and that the innovation in
the price process is the same as in the dividend process. While it is well known
that these aspects of the REE solution are empirically unappealing, the earlier
discussion about the singularity in the joint distribution of prices and dividends
suggests that they may be equally unappealing on theoretical grounds.

We consider agents whose perceived processes for prices and dividends en-
compasses the REE equilibrium, but do not impose some of the above-mentioned
special features of the RE solution. More precisely, we assume that for a given
value of the parameters (log �P ; log �D;�) agents perceptions satisfy�

logPt=Pt�1
logDt=Dt�1

�
=

�
log �P

log �D

�
+

�
log "Pt
log "Dt

�
(17)

given P�1; D�1; with

(log "Pt ; log "
D
t )

0 � N(0;�)

� =

�
�2P �PD
�PD �2D

�
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The previous speci�cation allows prices and dividends to grow at di¤erent
rates and innovations to prices and dividends to be only imperfectly correlated.
Agents are uncertain about the mean growth rates of prices

�
log �P

�
and div-

idends (log �D) and about the covariance matrix of innovations (�). Agent�s
beliefs about these parameters are summarized by a distribution

(log �P ; log �D;�) � f

We refer to f as the �prior�distribution. Note that the prior together with the
laws of motion (17) fully determine agents�probability measure P over future
in�nite sequences of price and dividends realizations.12 We have thus speci�ed
the microfoundations of the model and of beliefs.

In what follows, we assume that f is of the Normal-Wishart conjugate form:

H �W (S0; n0) (18a)�
log �P ; log �D

�0���H � N
��
log �P0 ; log �

D
0

�0
; (�0H)

�1
�

(18b)

for given parameters log �P0 ; log �
D
0 ; �0; S0 and n0. The Wishart distribution W

with precision matrix S�10 and n0 > 1 degrees of freedom speci�es agents�mar-
ginal prior distribution about the inverse of the variance covariance matrix of
innovations (��1), where n0 scales the precision of prior beliefs. The normal dis-
tribution N speci�es agents�priors about the parameters

�
log �P ; log �D

�
condi-

tional on the precision matrix H, where
�
log �P0 ; log �

D
0

�
denotes the conditional

prior mean and �0 > 0 scales the precision of prior beliefs about
�
log �P ; log �D

�
.

The previous speci�cation nests rational expectations a special case. With
RE agents know with certainty that �P = �D = a and that �2P = �

2
D = �PD =

�2. We call such a prior the �RE prior�. It requires centering beliefs at the RE
outcome �

�P0 ; �
D
0

�
= (a; a)

S0 = �
2

�
1 1
1 1

�
and considering the limiting case of vanishing prior uncertainty:

n0 !1
v0 !1

As we show below, the learning setup in AMN (2008) can be interpreted as
a relaxation of this RE prior in the sense of allowing for non-vanishing prior
uncertainty, i.e., for n0 <1 and v0 <1.
12Probabilities can be obtained mechanically as follows: for any Borel subset s � S, deter-

mine the probability of s for any given value of (log �P ; log �D;�) using standard methods for
Markov processes applied to equation (17), then integrate over these probabilities according
to fP .
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Evaluating the �rst order conditions (10) based on P requires computing the
conditional price and dividend expectations, given information available up to
period t. This is what we will deal with next.

Since the prior (18) is conjugate, agents�posterior beliefs at time t will have
the same functional form as (18), but with location parameters

�
log �Pt ; log �

D
t ; �t; St; nt

�
instead of

�
log �P0 ; log �

D
0 ; �0; S0; n0

�
. De�ning the �forecast error�

et =

 
log Pt

Pt�1
� log �Pt

log Dt

Dt�1
� log �Dt

!

it follows from chapter 9 in DeGroot (1970) that the location parameters evolve
according to �

log �Pt+1
log �Dt+1

�
=

�
log �Pt
log �Dt

�
+

1

vt + 1
et (19a)

vt+1 = vt + 1 (19b)

S�1t+1 = S
�1
t +

nt
nt + 1

ete
0
t (19c)

nt+1 = nt + 1 (19d)

The posterior mean for
�
log �P ; log �D

�
after integrating out uncertainty about

the precision matrix and for given information up to period t is:13

EPt
��
log �P ; log �D

��
=
�
log �Pt ; log �

D
t

�
Combining this result with (19a) shows that the dynamics of agents�one-step
ahead conditional expectations of price and dividend growth evolve according
to

EPt+1

��
log �P

log �D

��
= EPt

�
log �Pt
log �Dt

�
+

1

vt + 1
et

vt+1 = vt + 1

Except for a minor detail, this is the updating scheme for conditional expecta-
tions used in AMN (2008).14 We have thus shown how the pricing implications
in AMN arise from a model populated with internally rational agents that hold a
complete and consistent set of probability beliefs. Moreover, because the initial
priors in AMN satisfy �P0 = �

D
0 = a, the di¤erence with respect to the RE prior

consists solely of allowing for non-vanishing prior uncertainty, i.e., v0 <1.15

13This follows from the fact that the marginal posterior for price and dividend growth is
t-distributed with nt � 1 degrees of freedom, location vector

�
log �Pt ; log �

D
t

�0 and precision
matrix vt (nt � 1)St, see chapter 9 in DeGroot (1970).
14The equation above requires using observed log growth rates to update expectations of the

log of the growth rate, while AMN (2008) used the level of observed growth rates to update
the expectations of the level of the growth rate.
15Note that in this setup the parameters (S0; n0) do not in�uence the evolution of the

posterior means of
�
log �P ; log �D

�
, thus need not necessarily be centered at the RE prior.
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Before discussing in the next section how this setup deviates from a Bayesian
REE, we wish to brie�y address the issue of equilibrium existence. De�ning
expected price and dividend growth, respectively, as

�t = E
P
t

h
elog �

P
t elog "

P
t

i
at = E

P
t

h
elog �

D
t elog "

D
t

i
the �rst order condition of the marginal agent (14) with the beliefs P delivers

Pt = � E
P
t (Pt+1 +Dt+1)

= ��tPt + �atDt

so that for �t < ��1 there exists a unique equilibrium price given by

Pt =
�at

1� �t�
Dt (20)

Existence thus requires that the posterior mean for expected price growth �t
remains below ��1. In AMN (2008) this condition was insured by imposing a
projection facility on beliefs. While this facility constitutes a deviation from
Bayesian learning, it operates only in a few periods and asset price dynamics -
averaged across many periods - turned out not to be too sensitive to the precise
value chosen as upper bound. Of course, in periods where beliefs are at or near
the projection facility the equilibrium prices are in�uenced by details of how the
projection facility is imposed, but again this happens in only in a few periods.
One could formally incorporate a projection facility by choosing a prior f that
imposes that the outcome �P � ��1 is actually less likely than suggested by
the conjugate Normal-Wishart formulation. This would result in a modi�cation
of the above formulae and is likely to lead to Bayesian updating behavior very
similar to that implied by the projection facility imposed in AMN. We do not
pursue this line further at this point.

2.7 How this departs from Bayesian RE

The previous section considered agents that maximized utility given their best
guess about the evolution of prices and dividends and that used standard rules
of probability to update their beliefs about the laws of motion for P and D. For
non-vanishing prior uncertainty (nt < 1 and vt < 1) this setup nevertheless
departs from Bayesian rational expectations behavior. This is so because agents
assume the economy to evolve according to equations (17), which imply that
their perceived likelihood for prices conditional on past information is given by

l(logPt j 
t�1; log �P ; �2P ) � N(log�Pt�1 + logPt�1; �2P ) (21)

Agents thus belief that asset prices follow follow a random walk with unknown
drift and unknown variance. The true likelihood, however, will di¤er from ran-
dom walk behavior because prices depend on all past realized values of dividends
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and not only on the last price, see the discussion following equation (12). While
the random walk behavior implied by (21) will become true asymptotically - this
is shown in AMN (2008) - lagged dividends do in�uence the likelihood along the
transition path. Therefore, for nt < 1 and vt < 1 agents�price forecasts will
not be externally rational from the start, but will become so only asymptotically.

Would it be easy for agents to detect that the stochastic process for prices
underlying P is at odds with the actual properties of the price data? If the
model is close to replicating the actual process for prices and dividends in the
data, then it appears rather challenging to be very certain about the exact
likelihood, i.e., about the exact dependence of current prices on the past history
of dividends (the location of the singularity). Indeed, given that the asset pricing
literature has been struggling for decades to link prices to dividends, it seems
of interest to consider agents who face a similar struggle and who are not one
hundred percent sure about this link, thus not fully externally rational.

3 Special Cases with Discounted Dividends

We consider in this paper agents who are internally rational but not externally
rational. We now show what kind of additional market knowledge agents need
to possess to obtain a Bayesian Rational Expectations Equilibrium. We will
show that su¢ cient knowledge about the market insures that agents value the
asset according to the discounted sum of dividends, implying no independent
role for agents�price beliefs.

We then go on to point out some limitations of the Bayesian REE concept.
We demonstrate that the expected discounted sum of dividends proves to be
extremely sensitive to �ne details in the speci�cation of agents� prior beliefs
about the dividend process. Indeed, prior information about mean dividend
growth is so important for equilibrium stock prices in each period that it appears
that prior beliefs drive the asset price entirely and that there is little room
for economic explanations of the asset price. We think of this as a rather
unattractive feature of the Bayesian REE concept.

3.1 Deriving discounted dividend expressions

This section shows which assumptions - beyond internal rationality - are required
to arrive at an asset pricing formula equating the asset price to the expected
discounted sum of dividends.

The starting point of our analysis are the necessary and su¢ cient conditions
for optimality implied by internal rationality, i.e., equations (10). To be able to
substitute out the price expectations showing up in agents��rst order conditions,
one needs:
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Assumption 1 It is common knowledge that equation (14) holds for all t and
all !D 2 
D.

Assumption 1 provides agents with information about how the market prices
the asset for all periods t and all states !D. This information allows agents to
iterate on the equilibrium asset price (14) and to express it as a function of
future dividends and some terminal price and, therefore, to obtain equation
(15). Importantly, agents can not iterate on their own �rst order optimality
conditions, as these do not hold with equality always. Therefore, they actually
need to know the equilibrium relationship (14) which holds with equality in all
periods and all contingencies, but also involves a variety of information about
other agents.
The discounted sum expressions (15) still involves expectations about the

terminal equilibrium price Pt+T . To eliminate price expectations altogether,
one thus needs to impose that all agents know that the equilibrium asset price
satis�es a �no-rational-bubble�requirement:

Assumption 2 It is common knowledge that

lim
T!1

�mt EP
m t

t

�
�mt+1EP

m t+1

t+1

�
: : : �mt+TEP

m t+T

t+T (Pt+T )
��
= 0

for all t and all !D 2 
D.

Assumption 2 again provides information about the market: all agents know
that marginal agents expect future marginal agents to expect (and so on to in-
�nity) that prices grow at a rate less than the corresponding discount factors. In
the case with homogeneous expectations and discount factors this requirement
reduces to the familiar condition

lim
T!1

EPt
�
�TPt+T

�
= 0 (22)

As in the general case with heterogeneous expectations, this more familiar �no-
rational-bubble� condition endows agents with knowledge of how the market
prices the asset asymptotically, as equation (22) restricts the behavior of the
equilibrium price P.

Assumption 2 allows to take the limit T ! 1 in equation (15) and to ab-
stract from expectations about the terminal selling price. One thus obtains an
expression for the asset price in terms of the expected discounted sum of mar-
ginal agents�expectations of future marginal agents dividend expectations, etc..
Agents may, however, hold rather di¤erent views about who will be marginal
in the future and what the expectations of such marginal agents are going to
be. Therefore, agents might still not agree on what equilibrium price should be
associated with any !D 2 
D. To put it di¤erently, agents could still hold very
di¤erent beliefs about the function Pt : 
tD ! R, i.e., fail to hold the kind of
rational beliefs about the price process they are assumed to hold in a Bayesian
REE.
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Iterating forward on equation (15), shifting forward one period, and tak-
ing conditional expectations with respect to agent i�s probability measure Pi
conditional on period t, shows that agent i�s price expectations are given by

EP
i

t Pt+1 = E
Pi

t

�
�mt+1 EP

m t+1

t+1 (Dt+2)
�

+ EP
i

t

�
�mt+1 EP

m t+1

t+1

�
�mt+2EP

m t+2

t+2 Dt+3

��
+ EP

i

t

�
�mt+1 EP

m t+1

t+1

�
�mt+2EP

m t+2

t+2

�
�mt+3EP

m t+3

t+3 Dt+4

���
+ ::: (23)

The agent�s price expectations are thus implied by their beliefs about the process
fmtg and their beliefs about

�
�j ;P j

	
j 6=i where P

j denotes agent type j�s
probability measure over in�nite histories of dividend realizations. In a Bayesian
rational expectations equilibrium agents may have imperfect information about
the process fmtg or about

�
�j ;P j

	
j 6=i, but know that in equilibrium these

fundamentals are functions of the history of dividend realizations, i.e.,

mt : 

t
D ! f1; 2; : : : ; Ig (24)

P j : 
D ! [0; 1] (25)

�j : 
D ! [0; 1] (26)

where �j takes on the same value for all !D 2 
D. Therefore, in a Bayesian
REE agents can a¤ord to form beliefs about the dividend process only, as equa-
tions (24)-(26) then provide them with the implied beliefs about which agent
is marginal (mt), the beliefs about other agent�s beliefs (Pj) and other agent�s
discount factors (�j). Combining these implied beliefs with equation (23) then
determines agents�price expectations as a function of the history of dividend
realizations.
In a Bayesian REE the resulting price expectations have to be rational, i.e.,

objectively true given the dividend history. Therefore, it must be the case that
the functions (24)-(26) used by agents to derive their beliefs about fmtg ;P j and
�j are the ones that are objectively true in equilibrium and perfectly known to
agents, i.e., we need:

Assumption 3 The function mt, the discount factor �mt and the probability
distributions Pmt are common knowledge, for all t and all !D 2 
D.

The functions (24)-(26) incorporate a tremendous amount of knowledge
about the market: for each possible dividend history they inform agents about
which agent is marginal, the marginal agent�s discount factor, and the marginal
agent�s belief system. This raises the important question of how agents could
have possibly acquired such detailed knowledge about the working of the market
already at period zero?
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Assumptions 1-3 together imply that all agents are able to impose the fol-
lowing singularity on their joint beliefs about prices and dividends:

Pt = �
mt EP

m t

t (Dt+1)

+ �mt EP
m t

t

�
�mt+1EP

m t+1

t+1 Dt+1

�
+ �mt EP

m t

t

�
�mt+1EP

m t+1

t+1

�
�mt+2EP

m t+2

t+2 Dt+2

��
+ ::: (27)

Moreover, this singularity proves to be correct in equilibrium.

The simplest and most common way in the literature to impose assumptions
1-3 in the literature is to consider the leading asset pricing example, i.e., the
complete markets representative agent model with price beliefs that satisfy the
no rational bubble requirement (22). The representative agent is marginal at
all times and contingencies, so his own FOC holds with equality in all periods.
Such an agent can simply iterate on the own �rst order optimality conditions
and evaluate future expectations by applying the law of iterated expectations to
own beliefs. Except for the issue of beliefs about limiting price growth, internal
rationality thus implies in this case equality between equilibrium asset price
and the discounted sum of dividends. The leading asset price example may
thus erroneously suggest that this equality is the result of internally rational
investment behavior on the side of agents, but as we have just shown this fails
to be the case in more general settings with heterogeneous agents and incomplete
markets. Agents that are not marginal in all times and all contingencies cannot
iterate on their own �rst order conditions. Deriving an expression for the asset
price in terms of discounted dividends then requires a tremendous amount of
additional information about the market (Assumptions 1-3). Given that the
equilibrium price does not even come close to revealing the underlying process
for market fundamentals (mt, �mt and Pmt), it is hard to see how an agent
could possibly be certain from the outset about how these fundamentals relate
to the dividend process.16

3.2 Sensitivity of Bayesian RE asset prices

We now consider a representative agent model with risk-neutrality and complete
markets. We impose a no-rational-bubble assumption on agents�price beliefs.
As explained in the previous section, in this special setting individual rationality
implies that prices equal the expected discounted sum of dividends. Speci�cally,
letting � denote the agent�s discount factor and P the agent�s beliefs about the
16As we mentioned in footnote 11, this is related to, but di¤erent from, the issue of solving

the "in�nite regress" problem of Townsend (1983). Even though agents in a Bayesian REE
have expectations that solve the in�nite regress problem, this does not mean that internal
rationality on the part of the agents is su¢ cient to derive which expectations would solve this
problem.
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dividend process (
D), if it follows from equation (27) that the singularity
Pt : 


t
D ! R in agents�joint beliefs about prices and dividends is given by

Pt = E
P

0@ lim
T!1

TX
j=1

�jDt+j

������!tD
1A (28)

The goal of this section is to show that the expected discounted sum of divi-
dends is extremely sensitive to the prior information about the dividend process
incorporated in P.17

The process for dividends evolves according to

Dt = aDt�1�t (29)

where �t > 0 is i.i.d. with E [�t] = 1. We consider an agent that knows the
distribution of innovations �t but is uncertain about the true mean dividend
growth rate a > 0. The agent�s beliefs about a in period t are summarized by a
posterior density Postt(~a) indicating the density assigned to a = ~a given the his-
tory 
tD. The prior information about dividends is given by Post�1 (�), i.e., by
the beliefs prior to observing any dividend data. We assume that Post�1 (~a) = 0
for ~a < 0, i.e., the agent assigns zero probability to dividends being negative.

For a given known dividend growth rate a the discounted sum expression
(28) implies

Pt =
�a

1� �aDt

The following proposition shows that once mean dividend growth is unknown,
asset prices in a Bayesian RE model asset turn out to be extremely sensitive to
slight changes in prior beliefs.18 The proof of the proposition can be found in
appendix B.

Proposition 1 Let B be the (possibly in�nite) upper bound of the support of
Postt (�)

1. If B � ��1; then

EP

0@ lim
T!1

TX
j=1

�jDt+j

������!tD
1A =1

17The results regarding the sensitivity of the sum (28) is complementary to results de-
rived in Geweke (2001), Pesaran, Pettenuzzo and Timmermann (2007), or Weitzman (2007),
which require strictly positive risk aversion. Also, these authors consider the case of unknown
dividend variance, while we consider the case of unknown mean dividend growth. Further-
more, our results apply to general prior functional forms, thus do not require conjugate prior
speci�cations.
18This feature failed to show up in Pastor and Veronesi (2003). When studying the asset

pricing implications of unknown earnings growth, these authors assumed the existence of a
�nite asset price at some terminal date T <1.
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2. If B < ��1 then

EP

0@ lim
T!1

TX
j=1

�jDt+j

������!tD
1A = Dt EPostt

�
�a

1� �a

�

= Dt

Z
�ea

1� �ea Postt(ea) dea <1
3. Consider a family of posteriors Postkt with upper bound for the support
Bk < �

�1 that is converging to ��1 as k !1: Suppose Postkt (Bk) >  > 0
and Postkt (�) is continuous from the left at Bk for all k; then

lim
k!1

EPk

0@ lim
T!1

TX
j=1

�jDt+j

������!tD
1A =1

The previous proposition shows that the asset price in Bayesian RE models
depends almost exclusively on the speci�cation of the upper bound of prior
beliefs. If agents assign arbitrarily small but positive probability to dividend
growth rates being larger than the inverse of the discount factor (B slightly
larger than ��1) the asset price will be in�nite. Moreover, if the distribution of
the dividend growth innovations � has su¢ ciently large support, then agents will
continue to assign positive probability to such events even after having observed
an arbitrarily large amount of data (dividend growth realizations). The price
will thus remain in�nite forever.
The second part of the proposition proves that it is possible to obtain �nite

price levels by bounding the support of prior beliefs away from ��1. This insures
that all posteriors are bounded in a similar way, so that the price remains �nite
forever. Yet, the �nal claim in the proposition illustrates that the asset price still
remains dominated in all periods by the precise value chosen as upper bound.
In particular, choosing a bound su¢ ciently close to ��1 gives rise to arbitrarily
high asset prices for all periods.
This allows us to conclude that in a Bayesian RE equilibrium the economics

about stock prices do not matter nearly as much as the exact upper bound on
prior beliefs.

The sensitivity of asset prices in a Bayesian RE has failed to show up in large
part of the literature on Bayesian learning due to the use of a well-acknowledged
shortcut.19 Instead of using the asset price equations in proposition 1, the
following formula has typically been employed:

Pt = Dt
� EPostt(a)

1� � EPostt(a)
(30)

19See, for example, Timmermann (1993, 1996), Brennan and Xia (2001), Cogley and Sargent
(2008).
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where

EPostt(a) =

Z 1

0

ea Postt(ea) dea
In other words, standard practice has been to compute a discounted sum by as-
suming that dividends grow with certainty as suggested by the posterior mean of
a. This di¤ers notably from the correct expression which requires averaging over
values of the discounted sum for all growth rates to which beliefs assign positive
probability. This seemingly minor detail makes a huge di¤erence for results:
with equation (30) the issue of the prior support appears to be irrelevant, all
that is required is that the prior mean is bounded away from ��1. The Bayesian
literature introduced restrictions on belief updating (so-called projection facil-
ities) that insured that this condition is satis�ed each period and showed that
the restrictions had to be applied only in a few periods. For the correctly com-
puted stock price, however, the truncation of beliefs dominates the stock prices
in all periods!

We now brie�y discuss the issue of sensitivity of asset prices to prior beliefs
in a setting with internally rational agents that cannot derive a discounted sum
of dividend expression. Using the Bayesian learning setup from section 2.6,
the pricing equation (20) shows that as long as the posterior mean about price
growth belief �t remains bounded away from ��1, prices remain well behaved.
Importantly, with internal rationality the support of agents�beliefs about div-
idend or price growth is inessential for equilibrium asset prices so that asset
prices do not depend in strong ways on aspects of beliefs about which econo-
mists generally possess little information.

3.3 When agents believe in discounted dividends

We now consider the price growth expectations implied by the discounted sum
of dividend formula and show that these price growth expectations can take
a rather counter-intuitive form. Internally rational agents can impose more
appealing prior distributions on price growth and we show how less tight prior
beliefs about price growth will allow these agents to outperform Bayesian agents
with �reasonable�subjective prior distributions for dividend growth.

Consider an economy with a representative Bayesian agent evaluating the
asset according to the expected discounted sum of dividends. Dividends evolve
according to (29) and the agent is uncertain about the true value of dividend
growth. The agent�s initial belief about mean dividend growth is captured
by their prior belief distribution Post�1(�) which has an upper bound on the
support given by B < ��1. From proposition 1 follows that equilibrium asset
prices in this economy are given by

Pt = Dt EPostt

�
�a

1� �a

�
<1 (31)
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Suppose that Post�1(�) is centered around the true value a - so that agents have
an �unbiased�prior estimate of dividend growth, but that agents are uncertain
about the true value of dividend growth and assign some (arbitrarily small)
probability mass to dividend growth rates di¤erent from the true value a. Due
to the convexity of �a=(1 � �a) it follows from equation (31) that the asset is
�overvalued�in the sense that

P0
D0

>
�a

1� �a

where the right-hand side denotes the fundamental price dividend ratio under
perfect information about dividend growth. As is clear from proposition 1, the
amount of �overvaluation�depends largely on how close the upper bound B is
located to ��1.
Over time, Bayesian agents will learn the truth so that asymptotically one

obtains

lim
t!1

Pt
Dt

=
�a

1� �a
This together with the initial overvaluation implies that on average along the
convergence process prices will grow at a rate below that of dividends.
What does a Bayesian agent expect prices to behave like in this economy?

Price growth expectations can be derived from the �rst order condition (14),
which together with equation (31) delivers

EPostt

�
Pt+1
Pt

�
=
1

�
� EPostt [a]

EPostt

�
�a
1��a

� (32)

Using again the convexity of �a=(1� �a), one obtains

EPostt

�
Pt+1
Pt

�
>
1

�
� EPostt [a]

�EPostt [a]

1��EPostt [a]

= EPostt [a]

A Bayesian agent thus expects prices to grow faster than dividends. Moreover,

from proposition (1) follows that EPostt
�

�a
1��a

�
! 1 as B ! ��1, so that

equation (32) implies that a Bayesian agent can expect prices to grow at a rate
very close to the inverse of the discount factor for any amount of time! Yet,
along the convergence process the opposite is true: prices will grow at a rate
less than dividends and paradoxically the shortfall of price growth compared to
dividend growth will be larger the closer B is located to ��1. Therefore, even
if an arbitrary amount of data has accumulated indicating that prices grow at
a rate much below dividends - they may actually strongly fall - a Bayesian
agent may still believe the opposite to be true. Clearly, this occurs because the
price growth beliefs implied by dividend growth beliefs become more and more
concentrated at values close to the inverse of the discount factor as B ! ��1.20

20This follows from (32) which shows that mean beliefs approach ��1 in combination with
the fact that beliefs are bounded above by ��1.
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Small degrees of uncertainty about the value of dividend growth may thus imply
that Bayesian agents become very dogmatic about expected price growth.
Ex-post these prior expectations about price growth turn out to be incorrect

as the asset turns out to be less attractive than initially thought. This fact is
re�ected in the decreasing price dividend ratio along the convergence process.
Now suppose one would add to this economy an in�nitesimally small in-

ternally rational agent. How would this agent behave? An internally rational
agent does not need to impose a tight prior on price growth just because there
is a small probability of dividends growing at a rate close to ��1. In fact, un-
certainty about the mapping from dividends to prices could induce this agent
to impose a much less informative prior on price growth. This allows the inter-
nally rational agent to learn more quickly that the asset is less attractive than
initially thought, just by observing the disappointing price growth realizations.
As a result, such an agent would sell the asset to Bayesian agents at a time
when the price is still high. An internally rational agent with a less tight prior
on price growth would thus outperform the (subjective) Bayesian agents. This
occurs even if both agent types share the same beliefs about dividend growth.

4 Conclusion

We show how to formulate a model with internally rational but not externally
rational agents. This entails changing the probability space underlying agents�
contingent choices and beliefs. We propose this as a natural departure from
the rational expectations assumption while maintaining internal rationality of
agents.

The proposed concept works in di¤erent ways as Bayesian Rational Expec-
tations Equilibria. When agents are not marginal in all periods and all contin-
gencies - an assumption that may appear to be a reasonable working hypothesis
and that arises naturally in models with heterogeneous agents and incomplete
markets - internal rationality is fully consistent with expectations about future
prices that deviate from expectations about the future discounted sum of divi-
dends. In equilibrium the asset is evaluated according to the marginal agents�
expectation of the discounted price and dividend in the next period. Deriv-
ing a discounted sum of dividend formulation for asset prices can be achieved
by assuming that agents hold rational expectations about asset prices, i.e., are
also externally rational. A discounted sum formulation can also be achieved
by endowing agents with a tremendous amount of additional information about
how the market prices the asset. Even in cases where prices are given by the
expected discounted sum of dividends this sum proves to be very sensitive to
prior information about dividend growth rates. Asset prices are considerably
less sensitive to prior information when they equal the discounted expected price
and dividend in the next period.

We conclude that internal rationality is an interesting approach to model
rational behavior in models of learning.
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A Existence of a Maximum

Strictly speaking the �rst order conditions (10) may not have to hold in the
setup of the main text. This is so for the following reasons: with arbitrary price
beliefs, an agent may assign positive probability to prices growing at a rate
larger than the inverse of the discount factor, allowing the consumer to achieve
arbitrary high levels of utility. When a maximum does not exist, the �rst order
conditions do not have to hold.
This appendix shows that with slightly modi�ed utility functions a maximum

always exists for the investor�s maximization problem and how the analysis in
the main text applies to this modi�ed setup. Consider the following alternative
family of utility functions that is indexed by C

UC(C
i
t) =

�
Cit Cit � C

C + f(Cit � C) Cit > C

where f is a strictly increasing, strictly concave, di¤erentiable and bounded
function satisfying f(0) = 0, f 0(0) = 1 and f (�) � f . Marginal utility of
consumption is equal to one for consumption levels below C but lower for higher
consumption levels. For C !1 this utility function converges pointwise to the
linear utility function in the main text.
For a given history ! = (P0; D0; P1; D1; :::) the utility generated by some

contingent stock holding plan S = fS0; S1; :::g with St : 
t ! [0; S] is

V (S; !) =

1X
t=0

�tUC(St�1(!t�1) (Pt +Dt)� St(!t)Pt)

Since

V (S; !) � C + f

1� � for all S and all ! 2 


and since P assigns zero probability to negative values of P and D, this implies
that expected utility is bounded. Since the action space S is compact, an
expected utility maximizing plan does exist.
Next, we show that for any �nite number of periods T < 1, the �rst or-

der conditions with this bounded utility function are given - with probability
arbitrarily close to one - by a set of �rst order conditions that approximate the
ones used in the main text with arbitrary precision. The probability converges
to one and the approximation error disappears as C !1:
The optimum with bounded utility functions is characterized by the �rst

order conditions

U 0
C
(Cit)Pt < �

iEP
i

t

�
U 0
C
(Cit+1) (Pt+1 +Dt+1)

�
and Sit = S

U 0
C
(Cit)Pt = �

iEP
i

t

�
U 0
C
(Cit+1) (Pt+1 +Dt+1)

�
and Sit 2

�
0; S

�
U 0
C
(Cit)Pt > �

iEP
i

t

�
U 0
C
(Cit+1) (Pt+1 +Dt+1)

�
and Sit = 0

In any period t, the agent�s actual consumption Cit in EQULIBRIUM is bounded
by the available dividends Dt. Thus, for any T < 1 the probabiliy that
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�
Dt � C

	T
t=0

in equilibrium can be brought arbitarily close to one by choos-
ing C su¢ ciently high. Therefore, with arbitrarily high probability the agent�s
�rst order conditions in t = 1; :::; T are given by

Pt < �
iEP

i

t

�
U 0
C
(Cit+1) (Pt+1 +Dt+1)

�
and Sit = S (33)

Pt = �
iEP

i

t

�
U 0
C
(Cit+1) (Pt+1 +Dt+1)

�
and Sit 2

�
0; S

�
(34)

Pt > �
iEP

i

t

�
U 0
C
(Cit+1) (Pt+1 +Dt+1)

�
and Sit = 0 (35)

Since agents�beliefs satisfy (9) and assign zero probability to negative dividends
and prices, we have from Lebegue�s Dominated Convergence Theorem

lim
C!1

EP
i

t

�
U 0
C
(Cit+1) (Pt+1 +Dt+1)

�
= EP

i

t [(Pt+1 +Dt+1)] (36)

This implies that for C ! 1 the �rst order conditions (33)-(35) approximate
with arbitrary precision the �rst order conditions (10) used in the main text.

B Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Fix t and !tD: For any realization !D 2 
D for which the �rst t elements
are given by !tD, the law of motion for dividends for all j � 1 is

Dt+j(!D) = a(!D)
j

jY
�=1

�t+� (!D) Dt(!
t
D)

so that the partial sum can be expressed as

TX
j=1

�j Dt+j(!D) =
TX
j=1

�ja(!D)
j

TY
�=1

�t+� (!D) Dt(!
t
D) (37)

The partial sums are positive and monotonically increasing in T . The following
proves the claim made in part 1.) of the proposition:

EP

0@ lim
T!1

TX
j=1

�j Dt+j(!D)

������!tD
1A

= lim
T!1

EP

0@ TX
j=1

�j Dt+j(!D)

������!tD
1A (38)

= lim
T!1

EP

0@ TX
j=1

�ja(!D)
j

jY
�=1

�t+� (!D) Dt(!
t
D)

1A (39)
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= lim
T!1

Dt(!
t
D)

Z 1

0

0@ TX
j=1

�j (ea)j
1APostt(ea)dea (40)

� lim
T!1

Dt(!
t
D)

Z 1

��1

0@ TX
j=1

�j (ea)j
1APostt(ea)dea

� lim
T!1

Dt(!
t
D) � T �

Z 1

��1
Postt(ea)dea

=1

where the �rst equality uses Lebesgue�s monotone convergence theorem, the
second the expression (37), and the third the independence of future ��s from
!tD. The �rst inequality uses the fact that dividends are positive and the second
the assumption that �ea > 1 over the considered range of integration. The last
equality uses

R1
��1

Postt(ea)dea > 0.
We now prove the second part of the proposition. De�ne the function

F(!D) =
1X
j=1

�jBj
jY

�=1

�t+� (!D) Dt(!
t
D)

By standard arguments, the in�nite sum on the right side exists almost surely
and is �nite. Therefore, F is well de�ned for almost all !D and is integrable:

EP
�
F j!tD

�
=

�B

1� �BDt(!
t
D) <1

Moreover, for all n and for given !tD
TX
j=1

�j Dt+j(!) � F(!) a:s:

Therefore, the partial sums (37) are bounded a.s. by the integrable function F ,
so that we can apply Lebesgue�s dominated convergence theorem to obtain the
�rst equality in

EP

0@ lim
n!1

TX
j=1

�jDt+j

������!tD
1A = lim

T!1
EP

0@ TX
j=1

�j Dt+j(!D)

������!tD
1A

= lim
T!1

Dt(!
t
D)

Z 1

0

0@ TX
j=1

�j (ea)j
1APostt(ea)dea

= Dt(!
t
D)

Z 1

0

0@ lim
T!1

TX
j=1

�j (ea)j
1APostt(ea)dea

= Dt(!
t
D)E

P
�

�a

1� �a

����!tD� (41)
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The second equality follows from (38)-(40), the third from applying dominated
convergence once more, and the last equality uses the de�nition of posterior.
This proves the �rst claim made in the second part of the proposition.
Next, we prove the second claim. It follows from (41) that for any B < ��1

we have

EP

0@ 1X
j=1

�jDt+j

������!tD
1A = Dt(!

t
D)E

P
�

�a

1� �a

����!tD�

= Dt(!
t
D)

Z B

0

�ea
1� �eaPostt(ea) dea

Marcet and Nicolini (2003) show thatZ B

0

�ea
1� �eaPostt(ea) dea!1 as B ! ��1

by exploiting the fact that this integral behaves like the integral
R �
0
1
xdx; which

is in�nite for any � > 0. This completes the proof.
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